Overview

• Access to Applications.
• Legislative Services Database for the internet (LSDBi).
• Requests/Self-Reports Online (RSRO).

Session Objectives

• Identify appropriate search options within LSDBi for legislation, interpretations and educational columns.
• Learn to submit waiver requests, interpretive requests and secondary violation reports using RSRO.
Access to Applications

Accessing Applications

Adding a User to LSDBi

• If you don’t see the application you need, consult with the system administrator on your campus.
Adding Applications

- System administrator:
  - Go to ncaa.org and click the "My Apps" link.
  - "Users" tab in toolbar.
  - Select a name from the "Users" tab.
  - "Access To" dropdown menu.
  - Highlight applications to give user access.
  - "Add Application Access".

- System Administrators must also give themselves user access to the applications they wish to use.

Adding a User to LSDBi

LSDBi
LSDBi Updates

- Legislative.
  - Recently posted interpretations.
  - Recently posted educational columns.
  - Question and answer documents.
  - Manual updates.
- Case management/waivers.
- Student-athlete reinstatement.
- Infractions and enforcement programs.

Use LSDBi To...

- Access most current/accurate NCAA Division III legislation.
- Access Division III legislative proposals.
- Search interpretations.
- Search educational columns.
- Items now in RSRO.
  - Waiver precedent.
  - Student-athlete reinstatement precedent.
  - Secondary enforcement precedent.

Accessing Legislation
Searching Interpretations
(cont.)

Searching Interpretations
(cont.)

Searching Interpretations
(cont.)
Searching Interpretations (cont.)

Searching Educational Columns
Searching Educational Columns (cont.)

Multi Search
RSRO

Why RSRO?

• Subject matter expertise.
• Consistent decisions.
• Easier record-keeping.

Accessing RSRO
RSRO Case Types

- Legislative relief waivers.
- Interpretation requests.
- NCAA Division III Academic Issues Subcommittee waivers.
- Student-athlete reinstatement requests.
- Secondary/level II violations.
RSRO Case Types (cont.)

- Membership requirements waivers.
- Season-of-participation waivers.
- Extension-of-eligibility requests.
- Hardship waivers—indepenedent institutions only.
- Appeals of hardship waiver decisions.
Questions?